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 :(Abstractملخص البحث )

جفيج   جنًونجمععوع جمعهويولأ جأةجف جمع بو ة جكواتج بوضيلأ جنةم  جململونتوتجملمختو لأجذ جملممو  منجفي جفيج    جفتو  ة جةلونجزبو ة مجذ

جةلونج   جفيجمتاةمابجمعاتج جيتطوبج  ويلأجأ بتجع  فلأجةأفيجأةعررجملمتةم ة ييجفيجفث جةتهجم   مث. جةةتم م تلو يلأجأةج ي يلأ.

يع ج ق ي ج ثو لأجججنجن فلأجمتجوض بيجفث ج ق ي ج ثو لأجمتجم .يابجف م وت وج ل ج لايمجةى م ةجم   مثجملمختو لأجفيجأ  جضلو

مج ةليت جذج ق ج مجى  م جمععثمتجفيجم ف وجفيجف مقتلأجةى م ةجمتجمة .جاا ) مج يي ي) وجعول مقتلأجملم ييلأجةبوعبج ة ) وجفهل) لاوثجمتجمة جفًةا)

جمع  منلأ جةته جفي جملمختو لأ. جملم ييلأ جملم مقتلأ جفموة  جفي جمتجمة  جمعت و يلأججعتق ي ج ثو لأ ج صبيلأ ج تعلأ ج تعلأ جة   بب جفلو  ج م ذ

(convolutional neural networkجعتق ي ج ثو لأجمتجمة جعولما جمتج ماجفيجفعلأجملمع فلأجةمعاتج عتبتجفيجفمنجم فو يجمع ي يلأجمعاتج)

جةويولأجفيجمعلو جفيج لي جأالاو جمععوعمجفونتخ ماجفالة لأجفيجمعتيواوتجمعاتجق فت وجمع ي
(
ونلأجمععوفلأجعمؤةنجملمما ج ات جأ  م م

جمععصبيلأجمعت  ي يلأج جفيجمعمتعلأ ج مجمتجصة ج وي و ج  مجمع غمجفيجأنج قلأج ق ي ج ثو لأجمتجمة جمعات متج ماجةجملمما جمعلتة ج.

جيع يج) جاعيالأجف ضيلأجفقو الأج%70ملم  سلأجعي تج وعيلأجفلو جفيجفًونجفث جملمما جمتج ماجةععيجيلعيجم تتو ةو ج  و و
(
جعتًةنجفةثةق )

  جمعتيواوتجمعاتج مجمععل ج وي و.جة عتبتجةتهجمعلعيالأجفؤ  مج ي مج  مجأا جيلعيجأنج ًةنجمعلتوي جأ متج قلأجى مج مجمععل ج  مج امج ع

 فيواوتجم بت.

With the huge increase in the population of the globe, there is a direct increase in the number of participants and 

attendance of various events, whether sports, social or religious. This requires greater care for the safety and security of 

those present in such events. There is a number of aspects that must be taken into account when organize and manage 

the various events in order to ensure the safety of those present such as crowd density estimation. Crowd density 

estimation is an important component of visual surveillance and plays a key role in crowd monitoring and management. 

Because of its importance, much research has been done to estimate the density of crowds in visual surveillance scenes. 

In this study, a convolutional neural network for crowd density estimation for the Holy Masjed in Makkah which 

considered among the religious places that attract the huge number of people across the world has been built and 

trained by using images provided by The General Presidency of the Holy Masjed and Prophet Masjed Affairs (GPH). 

Although the accuracy of crowd density estimation that obtained from the trained convolutional neural network is not 

high enough (70%) to be trusted in a place like the Holy Masjed but it can be considered as a satisfactory result 
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compared to the number of data that have been worked on. This result is considered a good indicator that it could get 

more accurate if the convolutional neural network trained on large images. 

Introduction 

Over the past, there have been controversies on what should be considered a mass gathering. Kollek (2014) defines 

mass gathering as a group of 1,000 or more people with the same intentions present in a particular location over a given 

time. The World Health Organization, however, describes mass gathering as “an event attended by a large number of 

people thereby interfering with the resource planning and response of a community, state, or nation” (WHO, 2008, 

p.14). Examples of such gatherings include social, religious, and political events. According to Al-Tawfiq and Memish 

(2014), mass gatherings can be classified into two categories namely planned gatherings and spontaneous gatherings. 

Planned mass gatherings include various sporting, political, socio-cultural, and religious events such as music festivals, 

the Olympic Games, and the Hajj in Makkah (Yezli and Alotaibi 2016). 

Holy Masjed in Makkah is considered among the religious places that attract the huge number of people across the 

world. According to Adherents (2014), the world Muslim pollution is approximately 1.5 billion people. All Muslims 

aspire to visit the Holy Masjed to perform religious rituals. According to The General Authority for Statistics (2016), the 

number of Muslim faithful who visited the Holy Masjed during the Hajj month in 2016 were more than 2,000,000 

people. Given the large numbers of people visiting these sites, there is a need to direct more efforts to the control and 

management of the crowd’s movements in order to ensure security. A study by Alzhrani (2017) reported various crowd 

management challenges at the Holy Masjed that negatively affects the level of security and safety at the mass 

gatherings. Alzhrani (2017) classified the challenges into broad categories namely challenges based on the nature of 

crowds, challenges of high density, and challenges of the rituals of Islam. 

The challenges based on the nature of crowds are due to the fact that Makkah visitors differ in terms of language, 

ethnicity, socio-cultural environments, and the individual mental abilities. High-density challenges are based on the 

argument that the Makkah pilgrimage is denser compared to other world events. Islam ritual challenges, however, are 

due to the fact that the rituals are only performed at the designated places and at specified times of the year/month. 

According to Owaidah (2014), crowd management and control incidents have led to injuries and deaths to the visitors. 

Besides, the incidents have led to people being lost. The incidents are associated with stampedes, overcrowding, and 

human bottlenecks  Table 1.1 shows a summary of the incidents, their causes, year of occurrence, and the number of 

casualties (Owaidah 2014, P16). 

Nemade and Gohokar (2016) define crowd density as the number of people present in each unit. However, it does not 

count each individual for density estimation purposes. Crowd density estimation plays a key role in visual surveillance, 

crowd monitoring, and management. A study by Nemade and Gohokar (2016) grouped crowd density into five classes 

namely jammed flow, very dense flow, dense flow, restricted flow, and free flow. On the other hand, Aziz et al. (2017) 

classified crowd density into four categories: jammed, dense, medium, and low. The two studies discussed the various 

techniques that can be utilized for estimating crowd density using the computer vision. The techniques include pixel 

counting, object dimension identification, map-based estimation, and texture-based estimation. 

Image classification forms the central idea behind crowd density estimation. Convolutional neural networks are 

essential for addressing issues of image classification especially due to the development of deep learning. Bhandare et 
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al. (2016) describe the most significant characteristics of convolutional networks. They argue that convolutional neural 

networks image classification can help in performing image classification without feature extraction and background. 

In a move to evaluate devices in CNN-based single image crowd counting and density estimation, Sindagi and Patel 

(2017) compared the crowd density accuracy using different datasets. Analysis of the datasets indicates that crowd 

density estimation using CNN-based techniques provide more accurate results compared to the traditional approaches. 

Some of the most commonly used datasets include UCF CC 50, WorldExpo10, UCSD, Shanghai Tech-A, Mall, and 

Shanghai Tech-B. 

Significance of the Project: 

Although numerous studies have been crowd density classification and estimation, there is limited empirical literature 

on the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Thus, no data on crowd density estimation utilizing a convolutional neural network at 

the Holy Masjed in Makkah exist. Given the research gap, this project will not only help in designing and implementing 

a convolutional neural network necessary for crowd density estimation at the Holy Masjed but also contributes by 

creating new dataset from the CCTV of the Holy Masjed in testing and training the convolutional neural network. 

Research Aims  

The main aim of this study is to research, design and develop a convolutional neural network for crowd density 

estimation at the Holy Masjed at Makkah in order to provide guidance for pilgrims and visitors to increase safety 

awareness. 

Research Methodology  

Cross-industry standard process for data mining (CRISP-DM)  is used in this research. It is a standard model that helps in 

describing the common approaches that the data mining experts apply (Sastry and Babu, 2018). It comprises of six steps 

that include business understanding, modelling, data-preparation, data-understanding deployment and evaluation 

(figure 1) . This process model can easily be customized and is flexible. 

Convolutional Neural Network 

The paper tackles a classification problem and building a convolutional neural network (CNN) will assist in addressing 

this issue. In computer vision, one of the most appropriate state-of-the-art tool is CNN and hence will be applied in this 

project. These networks use perceptron’s which are a machine learning unit for data analysis in supervised learning. 

CNN finds common applications in tasks such as image processing and other cognitive tasks such as natural language 

learning. CNN represents a complex example of deep learning comparable to information processing by the human 

brain (Krizhevsky, Sutskever & Geoffrey, 2012). 

The convolutional networks are made up of three main type of layers. These are: convolutional layers, pooling layers 

and a fully connected layer . The first step to do to use a convolutional neural network in image classification scenariois 

to have the images in a form that the computer can accept and act on. Unlike the human brain that can look and identify 

images as they are, acomputer can only understand images in the form of a a set of numbers that each represents the 

intensity of a colour in specific pixel in the image. The computer assigns an image pixel values. For example, if a picture 

is 30*30 and of full colour, then the computer will assign it an array of pixel values 30*30*3. Then it assigns a value 

from 0 to 255 to each of these numbers to describe the intensity of the pixel at each point. 
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The Dataset: 

The GPH is where the data has been acquired from . Three folders has been used in saving the datasets and they include 

training, validating and testing datasets that also contain three sub-folders each and encompass high, low and medium 

densities density. 

Model Architecture 

Figure 2 shows a part of the summary of the convolutional neutral network while illustrating the output shape of each 

layer in the model architecture. For instance, the first layer is a convolutional layer, keras which has automatically 

created unique names for all layers, in this case, the convolutional layer is called conv2d_1, and it has an output of 99 

×99 and 16 feature maps. This convolutional layer needs to train and optimize 208 deferent parameters including 

weights and biases inside this layer. 

Results and discussion  

Figure 3 shows the accuracy for both training and validation dataset for every epoch. Both of the training and validation 

accuracies is around 61%. This indicates that the model could be trained a little more to increase the accuracy, which is 

important since the accuracy on both datasets is still going up for the last instances. But, when the model has been 

trained more to increase the accuracy it faced an overfitting problem. 

Figure 4 Shows the accuracy and loss for the testing data set. The figure presents the number of testing images as 210 

images and the evaluation loss over never before seen images is 0.9061 while the evaluation accuracy over the never 

seen before images is 75%. 

Although different convolutional neural network models were trained to estimate the crowd density for the Holy 

Masjed, most of them faced overfitting or underfitting problem. The best model accuracy is 75%. This percentage is 

considered low accuracy in crowd density estimation in general and particularly for crowd density estimation for the 

Holy Masjed. This percentage is not ideal for The Holy Masjed because of various crowd management challenges at the 

Holy Masjed that negatively affects the level of security and safety at the mass gatherings. 

The main reason for low accuracy that obtained from the convolutional neural network which were built and trained is 

the number of images (the total number of images is just around 1000 images for training, validation and testing).  The 

numbers of images or data inputs in a convolutional neural network are very important in determining the kind of 

output or performance expected of a network.  In training a convolutional neural network, in most instances it is vitally 

important to have as many images or data inputs as possible. The number of images or data required will depend on; 

the complexity in the differences of the data one intends to separate. For example, if the images has to be classified 

based on colour black and white, then the images required in training might be just a few examples.  However, if the 

images contain numerous other variations within the individual classes, training images might have to be as many as 

possible per class (Krizhevsky, Sutskever and Hinton, 2012). In instances where very thorough classifications are 

required and the differences in classes are not that separable, then the neural network needs to have a higher number of 

iterations on the individual classes to try and make it responsive more accurately and identify the correct data class and 

this is the case in the Holy Masjed, especially in the area of Tawaf. It is paramount that there are sufficient images in 

each category so that the system has a larger array of training images to learn from before classifying the respective 

images in their right categories. Otherwise the network might experience difficulties in trying to fit individual images 
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into their correct categories. The more the data exposed to the system the more likely the system is to pick inputs and 

relate them to others already exposed to it in the training and hence making it able to give more accurate results. 

In fact, CNNs form one of the most popular deep learning architecture in the world due to their effectiveness in 

classifying images and it can be used effectively at estimating crowd density. Crowd monitoring and control of public 

places have become a very demanding endeavor for the past five years (Szegedy et al., 2015). The assortment of human 

actions, such as religious gatherings enforces crowded scenes to be common in almost all corners of the globe. For this 

reason, enormous challenges to crowd management, such as analysis, monitoring, identification, and detection of 

suspicious activities occur. Since the introduction of AlexNet in 2012, the popularity of CNNs have drastically up surged 

(Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014; Szegedy et al., 2015). In this regard, the convolutional neural network model is now 

applied to solve almost every image related issue due to its high accuracy and the ability to be successfully used in real-

world scenarios. The traditional approaches for dealing with crowd have proven to be ineffective due to severe 

occlusions and cluttering (Szegedy et al., 2015). One of the major competitive advantages of CNN is its ability to 

automatically detect significant features in a particular gathering without any human supervision (Szegedy et al., 2015). 

Moreover, CNN model can be operated on any device due to its ability to apply special convolution and pooling 

operations and device sharing (Tripathi et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2014). Thus, given by the fact that the CNN model is 

universally attractive and can be able to achieve superhuman accuracy, it can be applied to monitor and analyze the 

behavior of the crowd in the Holy Masjed. 

In order to ensure peaceful religious event gathering at the Holy Masjed, the planners can rely on CNN model to 

conduct crowd behavior analysis (Gu et al., 2018). Over the past ten years, organizers at the Holy Masjed relied on 

traditional approaches to analyze the religious gathering to prevent possible commotion. However, these methods were 

not effective due to the nonlinearity of real-world images and videos (Tripathi et al., 2018). Although human observers 

can be used to monitor unusual group activities, the process cannot be possible when confronted with a huge amount 

of video and image data and this is the case in the Holy Masjed. In this regard, both traditional approaches and human 

observers cannot be relied upon to monitor group activities (Gu et al., 2018). In this regard, the CNN model possesses 

the ability to understand and interpret complex scenes and the changes in a particular group. Hence, given by the fact 

that pepole at the Holy Masjed can exceed the estimated number, CNN model can be used to access the situation and 

control the influx of the people (Thoma, 2017). 

In a religious gathering, such as the pilgrim at the Holy Masjed, the time factor is critical since every movement takes 

place in real-time. Thus, in case the observers delay to monitor the situation for seconds, it could lead to calamity. 

However, Convolutional Neural Networks model can be successfully applied to analyze real-time videos from the 

multitude. In this case, 3D CNNs model uses time as a third dimension in its analysis (Gu et al., 2018). 

Contrary to the conventional methods, CNNs model has the ability to monitor and classify images and videos in densely 

crowded scenes which are extremely cluttered and have severe ambiguities. In this regard, CNNs model can be useful in 

controlling and classifying religious crowd at the Holy Masjed. Moreover, obtaining a clear idea of the crowd behaviors 

at the Holy Masjed without understanding the actions of each individual can be very instrumental in managing the 

crowd to avoid possible commotion. In this regard, due to the fact that the crowds at the Holy Masjed engage in various 

activities, it may not be possible to detect and extract the different patterns using traditional approaches, such as human 
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observation. However, the CNN model can be used to extract and finally classify the details obtained from the crowd to 

different categories. The neuron in the last fully connected layer within the CNN system are tasked with the 

classification of the information obtained while the extraction of the details is done by the convolution layers. 

Summary and conclusion:  

The major conclusions can be summarised as follows: 

• CNNs form one of the most popular deep learning architecture in the world due to their effectiveness in 

classifying images and it can be used effectively at estimating crowd density. 

• The accomplishment of CNNs in various computer vision operations led to the development of different 

CNN-based tactics for crowd approximation and counting. 

• The results of all the reviewed literature indicated that CNN-based approaches and other techniques that are 

currently available can achieve enhanced performance in approximating crowd density. 

• The numbers of images or data inputs in a convolutional neural network are very important in determining 

the kind of output or performance expected of a network. 

• CNNs model has the ability to monitor and classify images and videos in densely crowded scenes which are 

extremely cluttered and have severe ambiguities. 

Recommendations:  

1. One of the limitations with this project is the number data samples. Therefore, one potential for future work 

is to increase the number of data samples processed during the learning stage for the Holy Masjed. 

2. When the model obtained high accuracy the GPH can deploy the system as shown in Figure 5. 

3. Further study for crowd density estimation for the Holy Masjed  by counting the detected objects ( counting 

the head) may provide more accuracy. 

Table 1 (Owaidah 2014, P16) 

 

Date Accidents Casualties 

1957 Fire 200 pilgrims died 

1990 Suffocation 1426 pilgrims died 

1994  

 

Stampede 

270 pilgrims died and 180 injured 

1998 35 pilgrims died 

2001 14 pilgrims died 

2003 251 pilgrims died 

2004 364 pilgrims died and 244 injured 

2006 200 pilgrims died and 289 injured 
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Figure 1 CRISP-DM Methodology Steps (Sastry and Babu, 2018) 

 
Figure 2 

 
Figure 3 

 
Figure 4 
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